
 

Aquantuo Has The Lowest Shipping Rates in Ghana 

 

Shoppers in USA and Canada can ship any item for $11 per Kg and $5 per 1lb to 

Ghana or Kenya using the startup’s Air Freight  

 

April 22, 2022, 11:15 AM Eastern Standard Time 

 

NEWARK, Del.-- Aquantuo, a logistics startup, introduces new low Air Freight rates which 

compete with global logistic companies. Shoppers in USA and Canada can ship any item for $11 

per Kg and $5 per 1lb to Ghana or Kenya. 

 

“Aquantuo started to bridge the gap that exists between Africa and the rest 

of the world without hassles, so having East African colleagues helped 

Aquantuo understand the necessity for affordable, low-cost transportation 

rates for Ghana shoppers.” 

 

Since 2020, Aquantuo accumulated over 7,700 users in Ghana and over 16,800 globally. Now, 

when customers ship with Aquantuo, they will receive a fast, reliable, and affordable service 

with a tax-free shipping address– online and on Aquantuo mobile. Aquantuo’s dedication to low-

cost international shipping provides consumers with: 

 

● Unparalleled excellence in customer experience and prompt delivery 

 

● The opportunity to showcase rare and often overlooked resources to the world 

 

● Shipping coverage on land, at sea, and in the air through our unique system of partners, 

agents, and network 

 

“Aquantuo started to bridge the gap that exists between Africa and the rest of the world without 

hassles, so having East African colleagues helped Aquantuo understand the necessity for 

affordable, low-cost transportation rates for Ghana shoppers,” said Irene Owusu-Donkor, 

director of global operations in the United States. “Aquantuo’s core values of compassion, 

integrity, and excellence delivered over 8,000 items, and its actionable, prompt customer service 

allowed Aquantuo to adept to its users’needs, which built trust while attracting new audiences.” 

 

— 

About Aquantuo 

Aquantuo is a logistics and supply chain management startup based in Delaware, USA, rooted in 

fast, reliable, and affordable service. While their efforts are focused in Africa, in their Kenya and 



 

Ghana offices, they also have offices in Canada, the UK, and China. To learn more about 

Aquantuo, visit its website at https://aquantuo.com/ , on Instagram at 

https://www.instagram.com/aquantuoghana/ , or on LinkedIn at 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/aquantuo/. 

 

 

Contact 

Aquantuo, +13025576832 

Andres Fabris 

andresfabris@Aquantuo.com 
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Target Media List 

1. Jeff Berman of Logistics Management (magazine) 

2. Kravi Rana, Logistics Insider (blog/newsletter) 

3. Basundhara Choudhury, Logistics Insider 

4. Christopher Walton, Logistics Manager (monthly magazine, UK) 

https://www.logisticsinsider.in/author/basundhara/

